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Above all art is an enigma that often possesses a genuine power to inspire.  

It can communicate a myriad of messages, from the simple pleasures of a whimsical 

expression to the complex semiotics of hidden political agendas that work below the 

radar to impact our ideologies. Whatever the message, art often acts as an important 

tool for change. One gallery in Oakville is enabling this change, one painting at a time.  

In August, 2007, inspired by his own personal passion, Canadian artist and gallery owner 

Chazz Balkwill transformed a beautiful century home in downtown Oakville into a 

sanctuary of artistic expression. The lower level of the house features an inviting fine art 

gallery which showcases an eclectic collection of works from a number of Canadian 

artists. The current exhibition features an interesting melange of impressionist, realist, 

and surrealist subject matter.  

One artist featured in the exhibition has chosen to use the proceeds from her paintings 

to help improve the lives of children living in poverty-stricken locations in Africa and 

Nepal. Carol Marocco is painting her Children of the World Series to create an impetus 

for social action and global awareness.  

After spending time overseas studying American and Europeans master painters, she 

draws her inspiration from a number of artists, among them Anders Zorn, Jules Bastien-

Lepage, and John Singer Sargent. Marocco hopes that her paintings will generate a 

catalyst for positive change in the lives of children and families living in poverty.  

Marocco’s art genuinely expresses the purity found in the innocence of childhood. 

“These are vibrant, beautiful human beings that deserve everything that we have”, she 

says, hoping that her admiration transmits itself through her medium. Carol discovered 

her love of drawing at a very early age, but it wasn’t until she travelled to Africa and 

Nepal as a volunteer with World Vision that she discovered meaningful insights that 

inspired her to paint the series.  



“My desire as an artist is that the images I paint evoke feelings and emotions that leave 

the viewer with a sense of connection to the image before them. If I can find a way to 

improve the lives of others by doing what I love, then I will have found my purpose in 

life as well as a purpose for my art.”  

Artspace is currently displaying three paintings from Marocco’s Children of the World 

Series.  

Sherpa Friends (30 x 30, oil on canvas) gives the viewer an empathetic look into the lives 

of three working children living in the Himalayas. Marocco captures a moment in time 

with the utmost reverence, rendering each detail with such precision that the viewer is 

left wondering if they are looking at photography. The children’s characters are cleverly 

narrated through their individual facial expressions, their weary body language 

expressing the true weight of the load tugging at their forehead. The intricacy of the 

woven baskets and the tactile quality Marocco achieves in her painterly representation 

of the Sherpa garments and booties are all accented by a smoky blue highlight that 

seems to bring the scene to life.  

Also exhibited is Sherpa Girls (40 x 30, oil on canvas) which offers a genuine window into 

childhood spirit, magnified by the magical glow of the sunlight that warmly illuminates 

the two subjects.  

Little Himba (24 x 36, oil on canvas), from Namibia, dynamically transmits the raw 

emotion that Marocco seeks to present in her series. One can’t help but be mesmerized 

by the brilliant reflective quality Marocco achieves in the eyes of her subject, which act 

as an emotional gateway connecting her audience to the image. The heightened 

realism in Little Himba leaves the viewer wanting to reach out and touch the canvas.  

“I only ever paint something that I’m really drawn to and that I have a connection with” 

she says. Marocco also travelled to Rwanda in September 2009 to work with victims of 

the 1994 Rwandan genocide. She is working on painting her personal photography from 

her visit and plans on giving the proceeds of her sales to World Vision.  

In addition to Marocco’s work, currently exhibited at Artspace are four impressionistic 

works by Canadian landscape artist and animalier, Douglas Edwards, including 

Holsteins, Holsteins and Wildflowers, Holsteins Grazing, and Vista. Deborah Gibson’s 

colourful Algonquin Shores is also on display in the gallery, as well as a melancholy 



landscape triptych by Scott Steele. Also included are two lively paintings by Christian 

Morrisseau, son of the late Ojibwe artist Norval Morrisseau.  

The next exhibit at Artspace will feature the expressionist floral compositions of Valerie 

Butters beginning February 1, 2010.  

Artistic production will continue to fascinate the human race, operating on as many 

levels as the innumerable masses who seek to understand its meanings. A truly positive 

connection is made when an artist can use their art as a medium for improving the 

conditions of the less fortunate. Carol Marocco is undoubtedly paying it forward.  

True to Balkwill’s vision, Artspace Oakville provides an unpretentious and welcoming 

environment where clientele of any age can freely absorb the beauty found in 

contemporary Canadian art.  


